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Organizations often place a heavy burden on client relations, and quite

rightly so. Building a good, long-lasting relationship with patrons is half the

work involved with doing business and, oftentimes, proves invaluable. But

why do some businesses not take the same approach with their staff?
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Many businesses, whether intended or otherwise, find themselves falling

victim to siloing, whereby the trickle-down of information comes from the
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CEO, works its way through several levels of management, and is, in many

cases, scarce or lacking transparency. Siloing frequently results in

departments becoming reluctant to share information with each other,

simply as a matter of habit, and this has become what is considered

‘traditional’ in most organizations around the world. The problem is, this

behavior often causes employees to lose sight of broader company goals,

resulting in teams acting in their own interest, rather than the interest of the

business as a whole.

“Communication is key” is a phrase that’s often thrown around but it’s

interesting how many organizations fail to understand the weight that good

internal communication carries. Although it may seem obvious that cross-

team communication is important, some companies are still missing the

mark.

One Big Happy Family

Every year, the World Happiness Report, a survey of the state of global

happiness, ranking 156 countries, is compiled by a group of independent

experts. The perceived happiness of citizens in Scandinavian countries such

as Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Iceland is consistently in the

top percentiles, all ranking within the top seven in 2020’s report. Part of the

reason that these countries are so happy is, according to the report, that they

all promote a happy working culture, which, in Scandinavia, is traditionally

characterized as ‘flat’ or ‘horizontal’.

A flat working structure, in contrast to the traditional vertical one described

above, is one where there are few - or sometimes even no - hierarchal levels
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between management and staff. Typically there is less supervision of

employees and the structure aims to promote increased involvement with

organizational decision-making, enabling open communication between all

departments and teams within a business.

The Scandinavian flat working structure is often revered for its success in

creating an environment where all employees are equal and included, with

the delineation of authority and communication more transparent and

inclusive of all team members. Many organizations have, in recent years,

looked to restructure in order to incorporate flat working environments into

their businesses. Of course, much of the work revolves around opening up

communication channels between different teams and departments within

the company.

Community and Collaboration

The importance of cross-functional collaboration is sometimes lost in

businesses with a more traditional working structure. It’s clear to see why, of

course. Why would the marketing department need to know what

accounting is doing? And, likewise, why would accounting need to know

what R&D is up to?

Well, the answer is simple - community. It’s been proven that a flat working

structure helps to unify teams and enables individuals to better understand

their place within the organization, as well as that of others. 

Take a retail outlet, for example. If a customer is unhappy and they choose

to file a complaint to corporate, that complaint will, in a traditional setup,

remain at corporate level. Even if changes do come from up top they may

come with little or no explanation, but that’s even if they get implemented at

all. 

Instead, if a complaint is made and the retail outlet has strong internal

communications protocols in place, the customer’s issues, e.g. long queuing
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times or lack of staff at busy times, are fully understood by the leadership

team, store managers, and frontline staff, then measures can be made much

more quickly to rectify them. As a matter of fact, those staff on the shop

floor who deal with customers day-to-day are often in the best position to

suggest what can be improved and where changes can be made. 

Creating a community of people all working towards a common

organizational goal establishes a positive working environment and enables

teams to collaborate with each other in ways that they previously would not

have thought necessary or even in some cases, acceptable. Breaking down

silos is no easy feat for a business, but promoting collaboration between

teams is a task that must be checked off if organizations are to be successful.

A true flat structure that has removed unnecessary layers of management

will also find that employees are far more likely to engage in cross-team

communication, simply because there is less ‘red tape’ to get through. Fewer

levels of management begets easier decision-making and, as such, will

encourage individuals to take an empowered, leading stance in the future

movement of the company. 

Doing what it takes to get all employees communicating effectively and

focussed on a single company vision is a daunting task, but it’s also an

extremely important one. Many businesses rely on speed and efficiency to

get work done, which, unfortunately, traditional working structures do not

facilitate. This is of particular interest as more and more organizations begin

to implement remote working policies. During these transitions away from

the traditional office space, cross-functional communication is going to be a

fundamental foundation for all businesses, enabling remote collaboration

and unification of company goals and ambition.

If organizations are to truly succeed, their ability to create an environment

where cross-team communication is encouraged will be a defining factor.

Flat working structures have been proven to save businesses money and

improve productivity, and it is on our business leaders to ensure that teams
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do not end up siloing themselves off, creating barriers to communication

and growth.
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